Press Release

Nemak Wins Sustainable Process and Future
of Lightweighting categories of the 2022 Altair
Enlighten Awards
Southfield, MI, USA. August 2, 2022 - Nemak, S.A.B. de C.V. ("Nemak", or the
"Company") (BMV: NEMAK), a leading provider of innovative lightweighting solutions for
the global automotive industry, has been named the winner of two Enlighten Awards
presented by Altair in association with the Center for Automotive Research (CAR).
The first award is in the Sustainable Process category, focused on Nemak's Melting
Center in Monterrey and the secondary materials recycled and used to create sustainable
alloys for manufacturing. Nemak's Melting Center highlights the company's focus on the
aluminum supply chain and its commitment to the global effort to drive sustainable
mobility through collective action.
In addition, in collaboration with McMaster University in Ontario, Nemak won in the Future
in Lightweighting category for the Nemalloy: Novel Lightweight Automotive Al Alloy. The
Nemalloy addresses our customers’ growing needs for novel solutions for mass reduction
while optimizing cost. This new alloy is poised to bring great value to our automotive
customers seeking a simple, smart and sustainable lightweight alternative for their future
lightweighting needs.
"Nemak's purpose centers on driving lightweighting innovation and technology for the
advancement of a more sustainable human mobility. These awards reflect our
commitment toward contributing to the conservation of the environment and the wellbeing of society," said Armando Tamez, Nemak's CEO.
"Nemak and McMaster University have been true allies in enabling this significant
breakthrough through a novel transdisciplinary effort. Together we are transforming global
automotive lightweighting by an inclusive, diverse and engaged global community with a
shared focus of continuous and sustainable improvements to humanity and environment,"
said Dr. Sumanth Shankar, Director of the Light Metal Casting Research Center at
McMaster University.
As the industry's only award dedicated to vehicle lightweighting, the Enlighten Award
drives automotive companies toward a more sustainable future by recognizing cuttingedge technological advancements that minimize energy consumption and carbon
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emissions. For more information on the Altair Enlighten Award and the full list of
winners, please visit https://www.altair.com/enlighten.

About Nemak
Nemak is a leading provider of innovative lightweighting solutions for the global
automotive industry, specializing in the development and manufacturing of aluminum
components for powertrain, e-mobility, and structural applications. In 2021, it generated
revenue of
US$3.8
billion.
For
more
information
about Nemak, visit
www.nemak.com
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